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Email: storytellers@spokemedia.io
AD BREAK
PERENNIAL
The Fake News Update is brought to you in part by Julia Roberts.
Star of screen and screen, Julia Roberts is back! Where was she?
Around! But now she’s back! And partially supporting this very
program. “When you’re Hahberts on your Blahberts, try Julia Roberts!
Yeah!”

DAILY HEADLINES
MUSIC IN. F.N.U. Theme
ANNUAL
“Frida Kahl-o/me Maybe” - Racial insensitivity in Carly Rae Jepsen's
latest Halloween costume. After the break.
MUSIC OUT.
PERENNIAL
With all the news you never knew you needed and all the news you
needed to know, I’m Perennial Eschner, joined in the studio by my

fraternal regret, Annual Eschner.
ANNUAL
Filling in for my tattoo artist and friend, Anahita Ardashir,
while she recovers from a devastating e
 arlobe reversal surgery.
PERENNIAL
From the KLMNOP studios in Lick Fork, Virginia: this is F.N.U. The
Fake News Update.

ANNUAL
And now, today’s headlines. Choosy moms choose Jeff!
with divorce, who do choosy children choose?
PERENNIAL
Knock knock, who’s there? Hepatitis. Hepatitis, HUH!?
11:00.

But when faced

Hepatitis.

At
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ANNUAL
Inside the Gay Agenda: From Tops to Bottoms.
PERENNIAL
Well you would know a thing or two about that...
ANNUAL
What are you insinuating?
PERENNIAL
I’m not insinuating, I’m implying. And now!
ANNUAL
Oh no you don’t! We are going to have this right out, right now, in
this studio. Just because you’re uncomfortable with your sexuality PERENNIAL
AND NOW IT’S TIME FOR FN LETTERS!
ANNUAL
I invite you into my and Richard’s home - every Thanksgiving PERENNIAL
This letter is from Susan Okachoke from Long Beach Alaska ANNUAL
EVERY Thanksgiving I invite you! You’ve never met my French
Bulldogs!
PERENNIAL
“Dear Perennial, your sweaters sound beautiful -”
ANNUAL
I heard you crying in the bathroom at our commitment ceremony!
PERENNIAL
I’M NOT AS STRONG AS YOU! [BEEP - audio is cut out]
ANNUAL
Join us every morning Monday through Thursday for all the news you
never knew you needed and all the news you needed to know.
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PERENNIAL
From KLMNOP Thank you for listening to the Fake News Update, and
until next time, it’s FNU.
ANNUAL
Hey. Hey, look at me. Hey, look, hey, Bud. Look at me. Can I buy you
a coffee? Let’s go get a coffee, Bud. Let’s just talk, okay?

SOCIAL MEDIA BUMPER
PERENNIAL
Fake News Update is brought to you by Spoke Media. If you want to
follow us on the social media platform called Twitter, you can do so
@fakenews_update. You can follow me @I_Perennial, and Anahita
@ANNUALArdashir. If you would like to email us with your questions,
complaints, news stories, or-ANNUAL
Just get rid of the script!
PERENNIAL
--you may do so at fakenewsupdate@spokemedia.io. Thank you for
listening!
ANNUAL
Look me in the eye!
PERENNIAL
Say “It’s FNU.”
ANNUAL
Look me in the eye!
PERENNIAL
Say “It’s FNU”!
ANNUAL
The only thing I’m going to say is that I’m not leaving. I’m not
walking out on you. And I’m not giving up on us, okay? So we’re gonna
get out of here, and we’re gonna have this out. This fight that we’ve
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been having for decades now, Perennial. I am not willing to go
through this life alone. No one knows what we’ve been through but us,
and I’m going to be there for you every step of the way. This...is
FNU.

